
HAMPTON SCHOOL BOARD 

APPROVED MEETING MINUTES 

June 1, 2022 

  

Present: Les Shepard 

 Ginny Bridle 

 Frank DeLuca 

 Wendy Rega 

 Andrea Shepard 

  

Others Present: Dr. Lois Costa, Superintendent SAU 90 

Mariah Curtis, Finance Director SAU 90 

Motion to move forward with the large HVAC project $99,720 made by Mr. DeLuca, seconded by Ms. 
Rega Roll Call Vote Yes 5 No 0 

Mr. Lessard thanks the board and states the facilities department is still looking for summer hires. No 
weekends and out by 3:30. 

Hampton Academy Principal Update-Dr. Costa 

We are moving forward as planned and we have nominated our interim, Ken Hawkins who will be the 
principal next year. Hampton Academy is making plans for outgoing principal Principal O’Connor. 

Passed board approved motions-Mr. DeLuca 

Mr. DeLuca-Was having a conversation with Dr. Costa about unused vacation time by the leadership 
team, administration, etc. Back in 2015 when I first came on board, the May/June/July timeframe, I 
made a motion after hearing from former Superintendent Murphy talking about losing vacation time. I 
made the motion that they should be required to take two weeks’ vacation minimum. Last week in 
casual conversation with both the business administrator and Superintendent got the vacation time 
after I made that motion but it was not extended to the rest of the leadership team and I was wondering 
why. 

Mrs. Bridle: It probably had something to do with us giving it to those specific positions, during busy 
times, etc. It’s tough for leadership to step back and take the vacation but it’s very important to do it.  

Mr. DeLuca: I just want to make sure that going forward it is extended in the way it was meant to be 
extended. 

Mrs. Shepard: I too believe it was supposed to be extended to the whole leadership team. 

Discussion 



Mr. Shepard: I think you should make a motion. 

Mr. DeLuca makes the motion that the entire leadership team including the administrative SAU90 team 
be required to take a minimum of two weeks’ vacation and we should pay them for any unused time up 
to 2 weeks. Any unused vacation over 2 weeks will be lost.  Motion seconded by Mrs. Shepard. 

Chairman: Clarification around who it’s for. 

Mr. DeLuca: All managers and leadership team(food, facilities, etc.) 

Discussion. 

Dr. Costa: If there was more than 10 days remaining  after December 31 from the previous contracted 
year, they would be allowed to be reimbursed for the two weeks. The leadership team that this would 
apply to is Mariah, myself, Principals, Assistant Principals, Student Service Director, Facilities Manager, 
Tech Director. Mrs. Borg is not on the same kind of contract so it does not apply to her. 11/12 leadership 
members it would apply to. 

Mrs. Rega: As it stands right this second, what’s been happening is that you guys were getting the 
buyout but the rest of the leadership team did not get the buyout if they were not using the time they 
were given? 

Correct. 

Mr. DeLuca: between 2015 and now it got lost in the shuffle. 

Mrs. Bridle: I thought they could hold the vacation time over into the next year. 

Board: They can but not beyond the following 6 months. 

Chairman: If someone hasn’t used theirs by 3-4 weeks from now, they have 6 months to use it OR paid 
back. 

Mrs. Rega: One more question is just money. Is this a financial liability? 

Mrs. Curtis: We will have to put it in the budget, we don’t have it in there right now. I did find an 
account line so the discussion definitely came up at some point. We will just need to add some funds to 
it next budget.  

Discussion around the budget line, details, financial impact. 

Motion will be effective 2023-2024 

Mrs. Curtis: I was going to suggest putting $15,000 in the budget just incase but it varies on who takes 
vacations and who doesn’t. 

Chairman: No one else would be able to claim this this coming January because it hasn’t been in place 
for the contract we are in now plus 6 months grace period. 

Discussion.  

Further discussion on motion?  



Motion that the entire leadership team including the administrative SAU90 team be required to take a 
minimum of two weeks vacation and we should pay them for any unused time for up to 4 weeks.  
Motion seconded by Mrs. Shepard. Roll Call Vote Yes 4 No 1 

 Chairman: We have some discussion for some policies. 

IHBAB Policy 

Chairman: Last meeting we passed IHBAB and now we are suggesting some changes to that so I think 
the most appropriate thing for us to do is to rescind that policy that we passed and we will start from 
scratch.  

Motion to rescind the policy on IHBAB made last meeting made by Mrs. Rega, seconded by Chairman 
Shepard. Roll Call Vote Yes 5 No 0 

Dr. Costa: I did have some feedback regarding this policy discussion in our May board meeting and we 
got the feedback from our stakeholders, and you know we welcome them to participate and give us 
feedback. I think there were some misunderstandings, and I don’t think we were clear on the delivery of 
this policy. We want to partner with parents on their options and be supportive of them. Lois DaSilva-
Knapton is here tonight for clarification purposes.  

Dr. Lois DaSilva-Knapton: I would like to apologize if my delivery of the evaluation policy was offensive 
to anyone. I don’t want to discourage anybody in getting high quality independent evaluations and 
wanted to give an explanation as to why this policy is important. All students are evaluated and 
reevaluated every 3 years. If at that point the parents still want more information, or a deeper 
evaluation called a neuropsychic assessment, we don’t do those types of evals. The parents might ask 
for the ability to go do that and that’s what this policy is about. It’s just setting some criteria for the 
parents to work with us and we did change one thing on the policy at the subcommittee meeting. We 
wanted to add in that we would enter into a contract with any outside evaluator prior to the start of any 
assessment. This will help partner with the parents and put everyone on the same page. 

Chairman: We have the new policy which is almost identical to the old policy except for the red number 
10 on the back. Can I get a motion to accept? 

Motion to pass the new IBHAB policy with changes made by Mr. DeLuca, seconded by Mrs. Shepard. 
Roll Call Vote Yes 5 No 0 

Chairman: One question on your letter to us, you asked that your response be put into the minutes of 
May 10. 

Dr. DaSilva-Knapton: They asked that it be put in public record. 

Chairman: We will put it into tonight’s meeting minutes for record. 

Chairman: I make a motion that we take Dr. DaSilva-Knapton’s informational letter in entirety and the 
Boston Children’s letter and we add them to the minutes of tonight’s meeting. 

Mr. DeLuca: You’re talking about the letter from last week and then the letter dated May 31? 

Yes. 



Motion seconded by Mr. DeLuca Roll Call Vote Yes 5 No 0 

Check Acceptance 

Chairman: This is not on the agenda but we need to accept a check for $275,774.55 from HealthTrust.  

Motion to accept made by Mrs. Bridle, seconded by Mrs. Rega. Roll Call Vote Yes 5 No 0 

Mrs. Bridle: Does this go back to the taxpayers? 

Mrs. Curtis: We have to vote on it but we do have some things this will go to and then the remaining will 
be voted on. 

Discussion. 

New Items 

Mrs. Bridle: Our Kindergarten registration is now 80 students and that is 12 children per class. We better 
get more to justify 7 teachers. 

Dr. Costa: We are aware of it and we are thinking about it. There are a few options we can talk about 
but it would fall under personnel. 

Mr. DeLuca: I really don’t have a problem with 12 kindergarten students in every room. It’s a new 
adjustment for them and come September we will have the stragglers come in. 

Mrs. Bridle: Families with little kids can’t afford to live in Hampton. 

Discussion to be continued in nonpublic. 

Mrs. Shepard: I would like to publicly state my opinion about that. I don’t want my taxes to go up but I 
feel very strongly that keeping class sizes small and use all of our personnel to the best of our ability and 
if needed we should find a way to add if we have to. A lot of our kids are in crisis mode and we really 
need to take care of this. Larger class sizes in any grade will not be in anyone’s interest. 

In addition, with what’s happened over the last couple weeks with the school shootings, etc. I don’t 
know if we should take some time to review, reassess, etc. I feel like we have a very good safety plan in 
place but even the best ones could use some bolstering.  

Chairman: I had a conversation earlier today with Dr. Costa because it’s on everybody’s mind. I am 
getting feedback from parents as well. Maybe Dr. Costa can explain how we’ve reacted just in the last 3-
4 days. 

Dr. Costa: You’re absolutely right this is on everybody’s mind. I have heard from parents, colleagues, 
staff. I have had a conversation with SAU21 as well where we talked about the physical safety of the 
buildings as well as the socioemotional wellbeing of everyone in the building. We are very fortunate that 
we have an SRO in every building. They are a physical presence, but they are in the lunchrooms, on 
recess, etc. They are always monitoring these children and constantly connecting with students to see if 
they catch anything needing attention. We are required by law to do a number of safety drills each year. 
The “see something say something” has been encouraged through talks. Our children have a lot of fear 



and anxiety right now after COVID and shootings. It’s about how do we bring that to the middle school 
and a true middle school model that’s dedicated to what they might need in an effective way.  

Chairman: This will be coming up again and it should. There will be a lot of discussions and 
improvements. I feel like we are starting in a better place than a lot of other districts but there’s still 
room for improvement. 

Mr. DeLuca: I would like to reiterate a couple things. There was an incident that was deterred in 
Peterborough today. Another copycat and the police reacted. I think what we have done in the past has 
worked and we had a safety meeting and invited the parents. We should have something like that in 
August prior to school opening and involve all three schools and possibly Sacred Heart. 

Mrs. Shepard: I would like to see from the Academy an overview of what the advisee program will look 
like.  

Mrs. Bridle: Mariah, have you had any conversation with the bus companies? These gas prices must be 
insane for them. 

Mrs. Curtis: We are under contract and we have that until next year so we won’t be looking at that until 
then. We are at a set rate unless we are looking at field trips, etc. I am sure we will be hit with the new 
contract. 

Chairman: Amy, I know you’re here but please send along to the teachers in any way you can how 
appreciated they are especially after recent events.  

Motion to go into nonpublic made by Mr. DeLuca, seconded by Mrs. Shepard. Roll Call Vote Yes 5 No 0 

 Return from nonpublic at 7:40pm 

Mr. DeLuca makes a motion that we seal the minutes of the nonpublic session that we just had. 
Seconded by Mrs. Rega. Roll Call Yes 5 No 0 

Motion to adjourn made by Mrs. Bridle, seconded by Mrs. Shepard at 7:42pm. Roll Call Vote Yes 5 No 
0 

Next meeting is June 14th.  


